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Abstract 
Mobile ad hoc network is collection of wireless mobile nodes that are communicating each other without needed 
any backbone, access point. Mobile nodes change the Mobility frequently due to dynamic nature of MANET. 
Mobile node is an autonomous node is communicating each other using different wireless ad hoc network routing 
protocols. The comparison performance  was  made  by  small  networks  on CBR application apply  from  source 
node  to  destination  nodes. The mobility model used was Random Way Point Model for randomly nodes placement 
because dynamic nodes change frequently every node was set randomly. In  this  article compare  the  various 
wireless  routing protocols  are Ad-hoc On demand Distance Vector, Dynamic Source Routing, Dynamic MANET 
on demand Routing  and Zone Routing Protocol  in  ad-hoc  networks.  The  performances  analysis and  evaluate  is  
done  performance  metrics such as Average Jitter, Throughput, Average End to End delay, Packet Delivery Ratio 
on CBR traffic load. This simulation works done by Qualnet 5.0.2 simulator tools. 
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1. Introduction 
It  is  an  autonomous  network [3][7-8]  of  mobile  nodes connected  using  wireless  links  forming  a random 
topology. The mobile nodes move freely and randomly because dynamic nature of network topology. Ad hoc 
wireless routing protocols routing protocols is play important role to find a path which data packets can follow to  
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Transfer data from starting node to target node. The routing protocols for Ad Hoc wireless networks [7-8] can be 
broadly classified into four categories based on Routing information update mechanism such as AODV, DSR, 
DYMO and ZRP routing protocols. 
1.1 Ad-hoc Wireless Routing Protocols based on MANET 
1.1.1 Ad hoc on demand routing protocol (AODV) 
The AODV [1] [3] [5] [8] is an on demand routing protocol approach.  This protocol is not periodic exchange of 
routing information and store routing information for next hop route neighbors.  AODV has two mechanisms first 
route discovery and second route maintenance. 
Node A is forwarding a RREP [5] [8] to Node D. It notices that the route in the RREP [5] [8] has a better 
Sequence number than the route in its Routing List. Node A then replaces the route it currently has with the route in 
the Route Reply. AODV routing protocols nodes used four types of messages to communicate among each other. 
First Route Request (RREQ) [1] [5] [8] second Route Reply  (RREP) messages  are  used  for  route discovery,  
third  Route  Error  (RERR)  [1] [5] [8] messages  and  four  HELLO  messages  are  used for route maintenance.   
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Figure 1 Showing the RREP for AODV routing 
1.1.2 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) 
DSR [1] [5] [8] is an on demand routing protocol and self controlled communications networks routing protocols. 
DSR has works based on two mechanisms. First  route  discovery  by  this  mechanism source node 1 wishing to 
send a data packet to a destination  node  2,  obtains  source  node  1  to destination  node 2.  route discovery 
mechanism are  used  to  when  1  attempts  to  send  a  data packet to destination 2. Second  mechanism  is  route  
maintenance when  source  node  1  sent  to  data  packet  to destination  node  2  but  suddenly  route  path  is 
broken.  What happen in case of route maintenance? It chooses the alternative path from route then source route   1 
send to a data packet to the destination node 2 through alternative route path. 
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Figure 2 Route Discovery Node 1 is the initiator, and node 5 is the target. 
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Figure 3 Route Maintenance Node 3 is unable to forward a packet from 1 to 5 over its link to next hop 4. 
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1.1.3 Dynamic MANET On demand (DYMO) 
The Dynamic MANET On demand DYMO [2] [8] is a reactive or on demand, multi-hop, uni-cast routing 
protocol that not update route information periodically. 
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Figure 4 DYMO Route Discovery 
 
The DYMO is a small memory stores routing information and generated Control Packets when a node receives 
the data packet from route path. The basic operations of Dynamic MANET On demand source router generates 
Route Request (RREQ) [2] [8] messages and floods them for Destination routers for whom it doesn’t have route 
information. Intermediate nodes store a route to the originating router by adding it into its routing table during this 
dissemination Process. 
The target node after receiving the RREQ responds by sending Route Reply (RREP) [2] [8] Message. RREP [2] 
[8] is sent by uni-cast technique towards the source. An intermediate node that receives the RREP [8] [12] creates a 
route to the target and so finally it reaches to originator. Then Routes have been established between source and 
destination in both directions. 
1.1.4 Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) 
ZRP  [4-5] [8] is  a  combination  of  table driven  or proactive  and  on-demand  or  reactive routing  protocol.  
The Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [4-5] [8] divides into the network into zones. 
A zone of a node has all the nodes lying within a certain zone hops radius.  ZRP [4-5] [8] consists  of two  sub-
protocols  [4],  a  proactive  routing  or table  driven  is  the  intra  zone  routing  protocol (IARP)[9]  is  used  inside  
the  zone;  while  the reactive  or  on  demand  routing  protocol  inter-zone routing protocol (IERP)[8] is used 
outside the zone.  Each node, using IARP, maintains the routing information about routes to all nodes within the 
routing zone by exchanging route update packets periodically. 
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Figure 5 ZRP routing protocol zone of node 19 
That  process  continues  till the  destination  node  is  not  found  on  the networks.  Once the source nodes 
receive the Route Reply packet along with the path given, it uses this path to send the data to the destination nodes.  
so  that  ZRP  reduces  control  networks overhead  by  avoiding  needless  flooding  of Route  Request  packets  in  
communication networks. 
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2. Purposed Methodology and Simulation Setup 
2.1 Purposed methodology: In this section discuss purposed methodology to used QUALNET simulator to 
simulate the scenario. That works on following divided into five main steps.   
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Figure 6: Block diagram of purposed methodology for Performance of Ad hoc networks routing protocols. 
x The first step is the modeling or scenarios, it means to create network model using random waypoint model 
strategy.   
x The  second  step  is  to  choose  and  select statistics  like  CBR,  FTP  traffic  load applications  
from source node to destination node etc.   
x Third step is to apply routing protocols and simulate the network scenarios.  
x Fourth is comparing the performance analysis of ad hoc routing protocols. 
x Last step is to view and analyze final results.  
2.2 Nodes Placement Scenarios and Simulation View of  for Ad Hoc Network Routing Protocols 
2.2.1 Nodes Placement Scenarios of  for Ad Hoc Network Routing Protocols with CBR 
 
Figure 7  Nodes Placement Scenarios for ad hoc network routing protocol in MANET 
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                            2.2.2  Simulation View of   Ad Hoc Network Routing Protocol in MANET 
                
Figure 8  Animation View of   Ad Hoc Network Routing Protocol in MANET with CBR 
 
2.3 Simulation Setup: This section is showing the simulation setup to used qualnet simulator tools [6] [9]. The 
performance comparison  was  done  by  wireless  networks  on Constant Bit Rate [6] [9] apply  from  staring node  
to  final  node. The  mobility  model  used to node mobility on  Random  Way Point  Mobility[6] [9] in  this  model  
dynamic  nodes change frequently every node was set randomly. This paper simulation was carried on an area of 
size 700*700 sq on 20 nodes. In the scenario UDP (User Datagram Protocol) connection was used and data traffic 
of Constant bit rate (CBR) was applied between stating node to destination nodes.    In the scenarios use Constant 
Bit-Rate (CBR) [6] [9] traffic  flows  are used with 4 packets/second and a packet size of 512  bytes  and  data  rate  
2  Mbps  from  source node [9, 12, 10, 18] to destination node [2, 5, 3, 16]. 
 
Table 1. Simulation Parameters Setup 
Parameters Values 
No of Nodes 20 Nodes each 
Area 700m*700m 
Routing Protocols AODV,DSR,DYMO AND ZRP 
Fading Model Rayleigh 
Energy Model Mica Motes 
Battery Model Simple linear 
Terrain File DEM 
Node Placement Random node placement 
Simulation time 20 sec 
Channel frequency 2.4Ghz 
Traffic Source CBR 
Data rate 2 Mbps 
Path loss-model Two ray model 
Antenna-model Omni directional 
PHY-Model PHY802.11b 
Simulation Environment Dynamic 
3.  Discussion and Simulation Result 
In this section discuss the simulation result of ad hoc networks routing performance done on Qualnet simulator 
tool. To simulate the performance metrics such as Average Jitter, Throughput, Average End to End delay, Packet 
Delivery Ratio, Packet Dropped on CBR and compared the final simulation results. 
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Average Jitter(s) 
 
Figure 9  showing the pefromance of Average Jitter Vs Routing Protocols 
In this figure 9 showing the performance of Average Jitter in this case DSR gives better performance as compared 
to other routing protocol beacuse it takes mimimum average time to arrival packet from source node to destination 
nodes.. AODV is .05s, DSR is .05s and ZRP is .45s that menas AODV and DSR gives constant performance but 
ZRP gives very poor performance .that maens DYMO routing protocol is suitable for small wireless network 
etablishment . 
Average End to End Delay(s) 
 
Figure 10  showing the average End to End Delay vs Routing protocols 
Figure 10 showing the performance of Average end to end delay in this figure AODV, DSR and DYMO routing 
protocol is the best routing protocol because it takes very less delay as compared to ZRP routing protocol. AODV, 
DSR and DYMO takes .002, .002,.002 respectively delays .but ZRP is 15s that means AODV, DSR and DYMO 
have constant performance in case of average end to end delay. Because these routing protocol have reactive nature 
for small networks to cover the route information at minimum time. 
 
Throughput (bits/s) 
 
Figure 11 showing the performance throughput (bits/s) Vs Routing Protocol 
Figure 11 showing the performance of throughput. In this case DSR and DYMO routing protocols gives better   
performance throughput are 5000 bits/sec and 5000 bits/sec. But AODV gives 3500 bits/sec and ZRP is 2200 
bits/sec. that means overall performance of DSR and DYMO is good routing protocols but AODV is medium and 
ZRP gives very bed performance. So that DSR and DYMO is good communication for route development of 
routing protocol in small networks. 
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TTL based average hop count 
 
Figure 12  showing the performance of TTL based average hop count Vs Routing Protocols 
In this figure 12 showing the performance of TTL based average hop count that means to calculate number hop 
count between source node to destination node in specified given of time interval. In this case DSR routing takes 
only 6 and AODV is 50, DYMO is 60 and ZRP is 65 hop counts. So that takes overall performance is DSR takes 
minimum TTL as compared to other routing protocol that means DSR is best routing protocol time to leave filed. So 
that DSR takes very less time to hold next hop count. 
Total Packet Sent 
 
Figure 13(a) Total Packet Sent Vs Routing Protocols 
 
Total Packet Received 
 
Figure 13(b) Total Packet Received Vs Routing Protocols 
In figure 13(a) showing the performance of Total Packet Sent at source nodes to apply CBR. 75 total packets sent 
for each protocol and figure 13(b) showing the performance Total Packet Received at destination nodes. AODV is 
receiving 62 packets, DSR receiving 75 packets, DYMO receiving 70 packets and ZRP receiving 38 packets. 
AODV routing protocol gives 83% Packet Delivery ratio, DSR is 100%, DYMO is 93.33% and ZRP gives 50.66% 
packet delivery ratio. That means in case of packet delivery ratio DSR is best routing protocol as compared to other 
routing protocol. DYMO is less good and AODV is medium routing protocol and ZRP is very poor routing 
protocol. 
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4. Conclusion 
This paper analyzing the performance on various ad hoc networks routing protocol and measurement the 
performance metrics by using Qualnet simulation tool to simulate the performance. DSR routing protocol is the best 
in case of average jitter, AODV and DYMO gives the constant performance and ZRP is gives poor performance. In 
case of average end to end delay AODV, DSR, and DYMO routing protocol are good routing protocol and ZRP is 
poor routing. DYMO and DSR routing gives the optimal throughput as compared to other routing protocol. In case 
of packet delivery ratio is DSR is best routing protocol because its gives maximum delivery ratio. And TTL average 
hop count gives DSR is minimum delay so that DSR is the best routing protocol as compared to AODV, DYMO and 
ZRP routing protocols. In case of packet loss DYMO is best routing protocol because DYMO loss minimum packet 
loss. Takes overall performance is DSR is best routing protocol in case of delay to packet sent from source node to 
destination nodes and DYMO is best routing protocol in case of packet loss for small network. In future to perform 
the routing protocols performance metrics such as energy, peak, grid placement strategies FTP apply from source 
node to destination nodes. 
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